Century College
Fire Service Training

Our goal is to deliver critical and consistent standards of leadership, command and technical training so that fire and emergency response teams are trained to the highest level possible. Because when a crisis hits, you need skills already in place to respond and react.

DELIVERING extensive capability, skills and leadership training for fire and multi-agency responders.

PROVIDING street smart applications designed to test the skill and ingenuity of firefighters.

RESPONDING to the unique needs of different emergency services.

Focused on Your Priorities and Needs
One size doesn’t fit all. We will work with you to understand your specific challenges, needs and priorities and can build a training program that meets and exceeds your expectations.

Foundational Skills
NFPA 1001 provides the basic skills fire officers need to react and respond to most emergencies. Start your foundational training here. (We offer day and evening classes as well as a blended format – classroom and online.)

• Firefighter I
• Firefighter II

Build on your skills with key Hazardous Material Training. This course will cover awareness, operations, technician and specialist roles.

Leadership Programs
Interested in becoming an officer? Take it to the next level with our intensive and hands-on leadership program training.

• Fire Officer I
• Fire Officer II
• Building Construction
• Strategies and Tactics
• Fire Instructor
• NFA Leadership series I, II and III

Our Instructors

• Are certified by the MBFTE
• Have significant experience and expertise
• Are selectively chosen as experts in their field
• Provide quality instruction through partnership

Custom Training

Professional Development
Continuing education and additional skills training are offered throughout the year depending on demand and industry needs. If you don’t see something here, contact us! We can develop any skills training you need!

• Promotional Exam Proctors
• Rapid Intervention Crew
• Incident Safety Officer
• ICS 300 and ICS 400
• Technical Rescue
• CPR Training
• EMT and EMT Refresher
• Boat Operations
• Fire Services Certificate
• Public Safety AAS

Company Officer Development Certificate
• Fire Instructor I
• Building Construction for the Fire Service
• Incident Safety Officer